
-Council Meeting Minutes
May 24, 2023

Discussion with the Search Committee

-Present:
On Zoom:  Rev. John Smith; Nancy S., Brian F.; Nancy.
Penny; June; Dianne; John D., Susan B., Louise J., Dennis K., Ben, Ron, Marcia

Louis opened the meeting with a prayer.

Susan:
1) Question:
What is the maximum or minimum salary the Search Team can offer during negotiations 
with a potential new minister?
- Is the $70,917 the minimum amount we can negotiate with the candidate with the 20 percent 
on top of that?
-The budget that came out last fall from John V indicates a minimum of 85,000$ with 30% full 
benefit.
Louise:
Couldn’t find the definite information but believed that the specific cost items were laid out to 
$21,500 quarterly (plus Mileage; phone; Educ allowances)

After much discussion on this question, we could offer to negotiate a minimum of $70,917 with
20% on top of that plus mileage (.55/km; phone and Education allowances )

2)  Can the Search Team offer 5 weeks vacation? Vacation is negotiable.  Anything above 5 
weeks would be negotiable with the M and P Committee (in case things come up where for 
example there are many funerals that come up in a row)

3)  Confirmation that Mileage/phone/Education and Travel should be as stated in John 
V’s document.
The discussion around the table concluded that all of the above are negotiable also.
The document specified that mileage is .55/km; phone is $200; Education Allowance is $1543 
annually and the CE time off is up to  3 weeks annually.  Moving or travel costs are 
negotiable
He/she may or may not bring their own laptop/computer or Ipad.  These are personal items that 
would not be included.  They would have to bring or purchase their own.

4)  Moving Expenses up to?
=There was much discussion around the moving expenses.  These expenses are negotiable.
John V in his document had moving expenses as 5 -10,000$ max.

5)  Can any mention of the possibility of a loan toward housing using the manse fund if 
approved by Region?



There was much doubt around the “loan toward housing” because Region would need 
specification that the money from the Manse fund be used to build a Manse, not to use as a loan
for personal housing.
However, Rev. John mentioned that there may be a possibility by stating the following:
“ We could go to Region and ask to buy a Manse for our Minister and carry a second mortgage 
for our Church.” “ Region should invest in us.”
In conclusion to this question, we as the Search Team will not broach the subject about housing
at this time. .
John D. Said the closing prayer.
Meeting Adjourned


